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ABSTRACT
English vocabulary is very crucial for a second or foreign language learner taking into account that a student's ability to communicate in English depends on a total number of words they know. According to the results of previous studies, teaching English vocabulary to young students in primary schools may be facilitated by utilizing online game-based and multimedia-based learning that provides a 21st-century learning environment. However, there is little evidence to support the effectiveness of these two vocabulary teaching methods in EFL Thai context. As a result, this study sought to upper English elementary teachers' satisfaction with vocabulary teaching training through Online Multimedia-Based Vocabulary Instruction for enhancing English vocabulary learning. It also looked at the effectiveness of vocabulary teaching strategies on the sixth-grade students' vocabulary learning in a primary school and their attitude towards the use of Online Multimedia-Based Vocabulary Instruction. The research was a quasi-experimental research with a pretest-posttest control group design and used a mixed-methods approach. Two classes, totally 60 grade six students were selected from three classes, and 30 students were randomly assigned in the experimental group learning through Online Multimedia-Based Vocabulary Instruction, and 30 students in the control group learning by Traditional-Based Vocabulary Instruction. The results showed that teachers' satisfaction with the vocabulary teaching strategies training was very high. Most of teachers perceived the training as a powerful tool for enhancing grade six students’ vocabulary. Statistically significant difference was not found between the English vocabulary posttest of the experimental group and control group, but the experimental group had the positive attitude towards vocabulary learning. The findings implied that Online Multimedia-Based Vocabulary Instruction is an effective technique for developing students’ English vocabulary, specifically at the primary school level. This teaching technique could be applied to the EFL English classroom so that students become achieve their learning goal.
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INTRODUCTION
With the advancement of science and technology, the emergence and development of multimedia technology as well as information technology has resulted in technological innovations along with the growth of the English language. This has also brought changes in the way people communicate across
the world. English is one of the global languages the majority of people living around the world communicate. Additionally, the growth of information technology has culminated in the development of various communication channels worldwide. This includes phone calls, texts, emails, videos, radio, social media, etc. It is asserted that the growing popularity of the multimedia has facilitated the growth of the English language to a large extent (Pandey, 2014). In this instance, there is a growing demand for NNS (Non-Native Speakers) to learn English globally. Multimedia technology allows NNS to learn English from anywhere in the world through a variety of communication means including web-based learning, online learning, and distant learning, and so on. It is evident that English is extensively used worldwide, and it frequently serves as a vital international tool for people in a variety of contexts, including academics, economists, medical professionals, and those who regularly work in organizations. As a result of these paradigm shifts, there has been research on the use of multimedia technology in teaching and learning English in non-native countries such as China, Japan, Korea, Indonesia, Iran and Thailand. Multimedia technology has been shown to promote activities and initiatives and activities in English teaching and learning. Zhen (2016) asserted that teaching English with multimedia is highly beneficial. Teachers and students both benefit from multimedia. In order to accomplish learning objectives, teachers should integrate multimedia into their English classes and students may also study through multimedia at the same time. Pun (2013) claims that nowadays integrating multimedia technology in English classes is simple for all of us. Hence, it makes sense for language teachers to integrate it into their lesson and assessment plans, just as they do with videos. In support of this consideration, today, students are surrounded by technology, and as "the use of technology for teaching and learning is moving their institutions in the right direction. The so-called, the information-based society of the twenty-first century, as defined by Reinders and Wattana (2012), is a modern, technologically advanced society. Digital technology has been acknowledged as having the ability to draw students’ attention and encourage communication in the target language. According to Brown (2000), technology like computers, movies, and videos can be used. One teaching method that combines interactive multimedia with computer-assisted education is called Computer-Based Interactive Multimedia (CBIM), and it supports students in developing communication competence.

In Thailand, Thai students learn English as a foreign language (EFL), and it is a compulsory course for Thai students at any educational level. English is included in the national curriculum from elementary level through university. In deed, the main goals are to develop listening, reading, speaking, and writing English skills, ensuring good attitudes towards the use of English and be able to communicate in English in various contexts, gain knowledge, use English in the workplace and continue their studies (Ministry of Education, 2008). Additionally, Thai students must be able to develop their ability to communicate meaningfully with the fundamental language principles of listening, speaking, reading, writing as well as fully understand cultural aspects of global English. As a consequence, to fulfill the goals of teaching and learning the English language, teachers must teach by integrating all four language skills, and four language components that support language skills such as grammar, vocabulary, spelling, and pronunciation are also taught in the English teaching and learning process. Among those components, vocabulary is an indispensable part of the four-language skills. It is a crucial component that supports listening, reading, speaking, and writing skills for learning English as a second language learning (ESL) and a foreign language learning (EFL). According to Schmitt (2010) "Very little can be expressed without grammar, and nothing can be expressed without vocabulary." (p.3) Additionally, Lessard-Clouston (2013) asserted that without a sufficient vocabulary, students are unable
to understand others or express their own thoughts. In line with Laufer’s (1998) claim that vocabulary learning is the foundation of language learning and language use. It is what makes up the essence of a language. Speakers in a language are unable to communicate or interact with one another. McCarthy (1997) maintains that vocabulary is still regarded as the first priority component in foreign language communication as it is just as important to academic success (Krashen & Terrel, 2000) no less than grammar or culture of the native English speakers.

Nevertheless, learning a foreign language is not always easy for EFL students, especially when it comes to vocabulary. In fact, vocabulary helps in the growth and mastery of the four fundamental skills. Vocabulary is defined as words or a list of words that individual speakers of a certain language could speak. In the vocabulary learning process, ones usually follow a set pattern they learn new words, understand their meanings in their mother tongues, decide how to use them in other context, and finally use the same words in their everyday lives (Tebeweka, 2021). That is, students cannot speak or communicate without vocabulary.

Furthermore, the effectiveness of vocabulary teaching and learning has long been far from satisfying. And research revealed that the vocabulary level of primary school students, particularly in EFL learners, is not satisfactory at present. Therefore, it is the responsibility of the language teachers to find out interesting and attractive ways to teach and motivate their students because the young children, as young learners, they get bored very fast if the teacher is teaching them using the old conventional methods and techniques (Bakhsh, 2016). According to Bakhsh, teaching young learners is very complicated compared with teaching teenagers or adults because young learners get distracted very fast. Children love to have fun and play, so teachers should choose suitable teaching methods that cater to children’s nature. Children who are exposed to a large number of English vocabularies from a young age are expected to be able to communicate effectively, and this learning process can be enhanced by the use of multimedia (Rohim & Yulinda, 2014).

For decades, learning English vocabulary is problematic for both ESL and EFL learners, particularly for young students at the primary school level. Many previous studies suggested that vocabulary is one of the difficulties for EFL learners since it is not their native language (Rakangthong & Yimwilai, 2020). The findings of these studies also indicated that EFL learners have less exposure to the English language and less opportunities to use it in everyday life. Moreover, the main problem is lack of vocabulary knowledge which hinders the ability to communication in English (Ahmadi, et al., Abdullah, 2012). According to Salimi and Zangeh (2022) learning vocabulary is a complicated, repetitive process that requires students to continuously repeat the words while also learning more vocabulary and appropriately using them in sentences in a variety of contexts. Additionally, they must be aware of synonyms and other meanings. Hence, the students face certain difficulties throughout the vocabulary learning process. Haddad (2016) confirmed that EFL students lack awareness of the significance of vocabulary learning. They don't have much experience using the target language in regular practice. Therefore, one of the most challenging tasks for EFL teachers is to encourage students to learn English and create a vocabulary-rich atmosphere. Thai EFL students have difficulty learning vocabulary that is comparable to those of other students encountered in the EFL context. Thancharoenphanit (2013) found that they had limited knowledge of English vocabulary, which affected their foreign language communication. Thai students frequently feel bored learning English due to a lack of vocabulary. When they start learning, and then give up because of vocabulary; they become lazy to learn, especially when inappropriate teaching methods are used. Additionally, the findings of qualitative study revealed that
some students thought typical teacher-centered and text-based instruction made vocabulary quite uninteresting. Consequently, there is an urgent need to develop Thai EFL students' English vocabulary knowledge, and new teaching techniques must be explored to enhance Thai students' mastery of English vocabulary.

For English teachers in primary schools, vocabulary teaching is one of the most difficult parts for many teachers since it is often considered a boring and repetitive process. They spent most of the class time explaining grammatical rules or doing pattern practice and teach few vocabulary learning strategies to their students. They explained new words one by one without any relation to the context or textbook content (Han and Wei 2016). Many English teachers in primary schools still dominate the classroom and spend little time fostering students’ thinking ability and creativity. According to recent studies, there might be difficulties while teaching vocabulary because many teachers are uncertain of the most effective methods to do so. Additionally, sometimes they don't know where to start focusing on teaching vocabulary (Binmudnee, et. al.,2021). Consequently, new teaching techniques must be explored to stimulate their students’ learning motivation and interest and to enhance Thai students' mastery of English vocabulary.

Among the aforementioned problems that EFL students and teachers encounter throughout vocabulary teaching and the learning process, technological innovations are considered to be useful solutions. Several studies have shown that using technology, such as computers or mobile phones, and courseware improves vocabulary acquisition. Moreover, compared to "traditional-based approach" or learning materials that do not integrate multimedia, computer-based multimedia can enhance vocabulary learning and retention of materials presented during class or individual study sessions (Gonen, 2018). Similarly, Taj et al., (2017) found that students’ performance in vocabulary increased when learning was supported by technological media such as online learning through computers or mobile phones. To encourage the students to be positive and eager to learn and get acquainted with vocabulary, teachers must make the learning process more interesting, enjoyable and practical. Learning English vocabulary with multimedia is one of the alternative teaching that can be done. Indeed, multimedia is the integration of sounds, words, sounds, pictures, graphics, and text, all of which can facilitate and entertain students in learning English vocabulary. Additionally, students can access online multimedia websites to practice vocabulary exercises as supplementary materials through their personal computers, smartphones, or even laptops whenever and wherever they want to help them learn and remember vocabulary. Thus, there is an increased interest and positive attitude in English learning (Mthethwa, 2018).

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Realizing the importance of using multimedia in language teaching, computers and smartphones have become very popular in schools. This current study attempted to investigate the effectiveness of Online Multimedia-Based Vocabulary Instruction for developing the sixth-grade students’ English vocabulary learning in a primary school in Samut Prakarn province. From the needs of alternative learning and teaching methods and the limitations of producing teaching and learning materials of the primary school teachers, this brings us teachers-researchers to investigate the way to help develop primary school teachers’ English vocabulary instruction using online multimedia carried out in Klong Samrong School. This present study also intended to find out if this alternative teaching technique with technology integrated would help increase and supplement the primary school student’s knowledge, transfer, and
retention of vocabulary. More importantly, it is encouraging if the proper combination of multimedia and teaching methods may attract Thai EFL students’ attention during English language learning.

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
This study addressed four main objectives as follows:
1. To explore the level of satisfaction of upper English elementary teachers towards the Online Multimedia-based Vocabulary Instruction for improving the English vocabulary learning of the sixth-grade students.
2. To determine the effects of Online Multimedia-based Vocabulary Instruction for developing the sixth-grade students’ English vocabulary learning in a primary school.
3. To examine the effectiveness of Online Multimedia-based Vocabulary Instruction for developing the sixth-grade students’ English vocabulary learning in a primary school.
4. To explore the attitude towards the use of Online Multimedia-based vocabulary Instruction for developing English vocabulary learning of the sixth-grade students in a primary school.

RESEARCH QUESTIONS
The research questions of this study were:
1. What is the level of satisfaction of upper English elementary teachers towards the Online Multimedia-based Vocabulary Instruction for improving the English vocabulary for the sixth-grade students’ English vocabulary learning in a primary school, in Samutprakarn Province?
2. Is Online Multimedia-based Vocabulary Instruction effective for developing the sixth-grade students’ English vocabulary learning in a primary school in Samutprakarn Province?
3. Are there any significant differences in English vocabulary achievement scores between the sixth-grade students learning through Online Multimedia-based Vocabulary Instruction and those learning through the Traditional-based Vocabulary Instruction?
4. What are the sixth-grade students’ attitudes toward learning English vocabulary through Online Multimedia-based Vocabulary Instruction?

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
The Importance of Vocabulary Teaching and Learning
The importance of vocabulary is documented by many theorists and researchers in ESL and EFL teaching and learning (e.g. Alqahtani, 2015, Zahedia & Abdib, 2012, Zimmerman, 2007). They all agree that vocabulary plays a critical role in research, language teaching and learning, and classroom practice. It is also fundamental to language and crucial for language learners. Language structures could not exist without words. Vocabulary knowledge is often viewed as an essential tool for second and foreign language learners because a limited vocabulary hinders successful communication. Additionally, Nation (2011) highlights the relationship between vocabulary knowledge and language use, stating that complementary vocabulary knowledge facilitates language use, while language use enhances vocabulary knowledge. Similarly, Hazar (2020) emphasizes that vocabulary is a crucial component of language skills, enabling language use and increasing vocabulary knowledge and word understanding. Vocabulary is specifically essential for English as a Foreign Language (EFL) learning, as it aids in acquiring listening, speaking, reading, and writing skills. According to Nation (2013), vocabulary is one key component that connects to those four skills of English and having an adequate number of vocabularies
enables students to effectively express their thoughts and understand others. It would be difficult to produce or comprehend language without vocabulary knowledge. As a result, expanding one's vocabulary is a requirement for learning a language, and this can only be possible when teachers use effective vocabulary teaching (Mukoroli, 2011). Teachers should help students learn the basic steps and how to access and acquire, recognize and remember, and activate and generate new word meanings to maximize vocabulary development. Consequently, numerous approaches, techniques, exercises, and practices have been introduced into the field of teaching vocabulary (Schmitt, 2000).

Harmer (2007) highlights that young children learn differently than older children, adolescents, and adults due to mood changes and higher motivation. Teaching vocabulary to younger students differs from adults due to their unique needs, competencies, and cognitive skills. The author claims that their particular characteristics become the main consideration in treating them differently when teaching vocabulary. In line with Wahid, et al. (2021), the authors pointed that early instruction in English vocabulary recognition should be given to children as part of their school curriculum. Early life is the best time to remove anything since it may be done quickly and simply. The theory behind language is that children may learn a foreign language more quickly and easily than adults if they start learning it at a young age. This was supported by research on non-native English speakers, which showed that vocabulary development in the early school years had a significant influence on children reading comprehension in later school years (Manyak & Bauer, 2009). In this case the English teacher should be more creative in selecting activities in learning process; they should provide a great variety of interesting activities and exercises when teaching young learners. As a result, using games, songs, and humor in teaching vocabulary and unfamiliar words is thus more effective in helping those students in learning (Harmer, 2008).

The Definition of Multimedia

Literally, multimedia is a form of communication that combines multiple content formats, including text, audio, pictures, animations, or video, into a single interactive presentation. Whereas previous mass media, such printed materials or audio recordings, included little to no interaction for users. (www.wikipedia.com). According to Yang (1998), “multimedia” refers to most computer applications that include text and other digital materials. In Mayer’(2005) multimedia learning theory, multimedia is referred to as presenting words as spoken and/or printed text, and pictures such as illustration, photos, animation, or video. Mayer (1997) proposes three components of multimedia which promote effective learning. The first is the multimedia principle which suggests that information processing occurs across aural and visual channels, with students learning more effectively from words and visuals combined. The second is that each channel has limited information processing capacity, and the third is an active process of information filtering, selection, organization, and integration. Gilakjani (2012) defines multimedia as the use of multiple formats of media in a presentation. Multimedia comprises a computer program that combines text with at least one of the following elements: music, video, pictures, 3-D graphics, animation, high-resolution images, and audio or sophisticated sound (p.58). According to Pandey (2014), multimedia presents information through text, graphics, images, audio, and video, creating a complex multi-sensory experience for exploring our world. Evidence suggests that combining words and pictures increases people's ability to integrate a lot of information. Thamarana (2016) defines multimedia as the integration of many content formats, such as text, audio, photos, animation, video, and interactive information. It can be a part of a live performance, although it is typically recorded and
played, or accessed by information processing devices, such as computerized and electronic devices. The definition provided by Katamba (2022), “multimedia is any interactive program or mediated software that incorporates text, color, graphical graphics, animations, and any combination of audio and visual effects.” The author further recommends how instructors can use multimedia learning as a tool for instruction to create and implement effective teaching and learning activities in the classroom.

All in all, multimedia is a type of technology which combines the use of various media forms in presentations, including graphics, audio, video, or movies, and includes elements other than plain text/videos. Since the media can be integrated by using computer, and multimedia learning refers to a learning environment that includes both words and pictures to promote learning, such as an illustrated textbooks, narrative slide presentation, online lecture, animation and online computer games.

Components of Multimedia
Multimedia consists of various components: text, graphics, animation, sound, and video. These components can contribute differentially to the learning material. Zhen (2016) lists the components of multimedia as follows. 1) Text is fundamental element in all multimedia applications. 2) Graphics refers to images and pictures, such as chart, diagram, and photograph. 3) Animation is the rapid display of a sequence of images or model positions in order to create an illusion of movement. By the use of animation, teachers can highlight key knowledge points and heighten students’ motivation. Graphics plays a very important role in to create an illusion of movement. By the use of animation, teachers can highlight key knowledge points and heighten students’ motivation. 4) Sound includes speech, music, or any other sound that is stored and produced by computers; 5) Video is the visible part of a television transmission and broadcasts visual images of stationary or moving objects. Figure 1 illustrates the basic components of multimedia learning.

![Figure 1: The Basic Elements of Multimedia Learning Environment](image)

The Role of Multimedia in Teaching and Learning English
Several works of literature discuss the role of multimedia technology plays in teaching and learning English, particularly vocabulary. Most of studies have come to the conclusion that multimedia play a positive role in language teaching and learning, especially EFL learners. (He, 2021, Ganapathy & Seetharam, 2016), 2016, Zhen, 2016, Pandey, 2014). According to He (2021), technology plays an essential role in both the teaching and learning process in every aspect of life. Students who use multimedia in the classroom are more engaged and motivated to learn English. Motivation is a key element that affects students in learning a subject well. (p.10). Mthethwa (2018) claimed that teaching
vocabulary using a combination of text, sound, graphics, video, or animation is becoming prevalent in language learning. It will facilitate students to learn vocabulary in a fun way. The investigation by Ganapathy and Seetharam (2016) also revealed that multimedia approach promotes students’ motivation in learning English. The study supported the notion that students’ perception of multimedia lessons in ESL classroom as extremely stimulating, learner-centered, and self-directed, and that they encourage them to make meaning with little assistance from the teachers.

Additionally, for teachers using multimedia in English language teaching can stimulate students in the respective important function area and enable them to engage in a variety of sensory organs in the learning process. This stimulation differs from traditional English teaching methods by promoting information understanding and information retention, improving learning outcomes and increase efficiency in the classroom. With the use of multimedia English teaching, students can adapt and change their perspectives from traditional classroom, which improves the quality of all elements of their studies and therefore enhancing the quality of all aspects (Zhen, 2016). According to Pandey (2014), multimedia learning can accelerate the process of discovering information and give students access to a multiplicity of resources for learning English. Moreover, the vast amount of information available on the internet can provide us with some relevant knowledge. Teachers who need to update their teaching materials are fond of multimedia since it provides up-to-date information from the internet.

He (2021) highlights the important role of multimedia in and in English language acquisition by comparing to traditional methods, such as translation or memorization lists. While multimedia provides both visual and aural input for students which are the key process of vocabulary acquisition. Traditional method can be boring and hinder meaningful learning, as students struggle to remember all new English words. Vocabulary is also the most crucial component in EFL learning. The students are required to remember several new words learned in class. By integrating multimedia in the English classes, the motivation and learning interest of students in the English language may be increased. This can be an effective teaching strategy for engaging non-native English speakers in language learning. To achieve this goal, the language teachers should create a friendly environment for teaching English (Kharbe, 2019).

As discussed above, it proved how multimedia technology plays a positive role in promoting activities and initiatives of students while having a good impact on learning in English classes. The integration of multimedia technology is used in foreign language teaching, an interactive learning environment with excellent sounds, pictures, graphics, and color can be created. This can make students feel more innovative about teaching and become more interested and actively learn foreign languages. As a result, multimedia technology may assist in accomplishing the ideal of "learning" and "teaching" by offering a variety of authentic information resources, fostering a positive learning environment, and enhancing the cognitive growth of students (Dawson, 2023).

Theoretical Basis of Multimedia Language Teaching and

Multimedia learning is connected to a number of theories: Constructivism, Krashen's Comprehensible Input Hypothesis, and the Mayer’s Cognitive Theory of Multimedia Learning.

**Constructivism**

Constructivism emphasized the importance of the students’ active engagement in their studies. Two approaches of constructivism usually discussed include social constructivism and cognitive
constructivism. According to cognitive constructivism, knowledge refers to restructuring and reorganizing the experience. Knowledge should be acquired by students through experience and discovery rather than being simply transmitted to the students. Social constructivism considers learning to be a process of interaction and collaboration among students or between students and teachers. It places a strong emphasis on students' active engagement in the learning process, the importance of knowledge learning through personal experiences rather than having teachers spoon-feed them knowledge and interaction between students and teachers. The function of the education system is to create an environment in which students can reconstruct their knowledge through relating their prior knowledge with newly acquired knowledge. It suggests that learning is a social-dialogistic process, where knowledge is acquired through others' help and suitable learning material (Duffy & Cunningham, 1996). Teachers should incorporate new and effective modes, ways, and designing thoughts into multimedia teaching practice to foster more effective learning environment (Nunan, 1999). In addition to teaching, knowledge may also be acquired with the assistance of others and appropriate constructivist learning materials within certain social and cultural environments. Therefore, in teaching vocabulary teachers should incorporate innovative and efficient methods, techniques, and design ideas into their multimedia teaching practices to engage students’ interest in learning new words (Gilakjan, 2012, p.60)

Krashen’s Comprehensible Input Hypothesis
Krashen's Comprehensible Input Hypothesis suggests multimedia tools enhance Second Language Acquisition (SLA) by combining audio and visual input, influenced by social and psychological factors (Krashen, 1989). Krashen claims that comprehensible input significantly contributes to language acquisition, as it promotes understanding of messages slightly beyond learners' current knowledge, thereby fostering language growth. Comprehensible input in English is English language that ones can understand. English input includes written and spoken language, such as books, articles, English blog posts, radio shows, podcasts, and conversations. In order to ensure language learners' attention, the input should be interesting. Krashen emphasized the importance of comprehensible input for effective learning, stating that learners' attention is crucial for effective learning. This theory suggests that comprehensive input is the most effective method for enhancing spelling and vocabulary, (pp.440–463), as students lacking sufficient vocabulary often struggle with effective communication. Recent studies (Krashen, 1989; Ray, 2014 cited in Kiymazarsian, 2020), maintain that the growing importance of teaching vocabulary through comprehensible input, both within and outside the classroom, and how it can help students in their vocabulary development. In addition to the methods, models, and methods that have emerged as a result of various theories of language and language learning, significant improvements in L2 vocabulary teaching and learning have also been brought about by recent advancements in information technology.

The Cognitive Theory of Multimedia Learning
The Cognitive Theory of Multimedia Learning (CTML) was initially proposed by Mayer (2001), and Mayer and Chandler (2001) which contends that learning through multimedia improves an individual's brain's functioning. According to Mayer (2005), by including a dimension of learning, multimedia-based techniques can be applied with little disruption in most classroom contexts. The fundamental principle of multimedia learning is that when words, pictures, and visuals are used together, learners may learn more thoroughly than when words are used alone. One of the primary goals of multimedia learning is to
encourage students to create a coherent mental image of the content they are provided. As an active participant, students must make meaning of the material presented, leading to the construction of new knowledge (Mayer, et al., 2003). Mayer (2009) argues that learning from words and images becomes meaningful when a student uses five cognitive processes. These include selecting relevant words for processing in verbal working memory as well as relevant images for processing in visual working memory, organizing selected words into a verbal model as well as selected images into a pictorial model and finally integrating the verbal and pictorial representations with each other and with prior knowledge. The idea that humans have separate visual and verbal information processing systems is represented by having a visual system on the top row and a verbal system on the bottom row. The idea that each system has limited capacity is represented by placing parts of each system under the ‘working memory. The cognitive process of selecting is represented by the arrow from pictures to images (and from words to sounds); the cognitive process of organizing is represented by the arrow from images to visual. Figure 2 presents Mayer’s cognitive model of multimedia learning.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MULTIMEDIA PRESENTATION</th>
<th>SENSORY MEMORY</th>
<th>WORKING MEMORY</th>
<th>LONG-TERM MEMORY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Word</td>
<td>Ears</td>
<td>Sounds</td>
<td>Verbal Mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictures</td>
<td>Eyes</td>
<td>Images</td>
<td>Pictorial Mode</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 4: Mayer’s Cognitive Theory of Multimedia Learning**

*Source: McGraw Hill Education*

*Note* (1)* Selecting words (2)* Selecting images (3)* Organizing words (4)* Organizing images (5)* Integrating

**RELATED STUDIES ON MULTIMEDIA-BASED VOCABULARY LEARNING**

Several studies have been conducted in the area of teaching and learning English, with a particular emphasis on vocabulary instruction. Similarly, many scholars believed that the most important thing in learning any language, particularly in EFL context is mastering vocabulary. The main objective of the current study was to examine the effectiveness of Online Multimedia-based Vocabulary Instruction on the sixth grade students in a primary school since the findings of the previous studies showed the con-
sistent positive results for the use of multimedia enhancement in vocabulary. In other words, the study showed a significant improvement in the students' vocabulary learning. In one study, Teng (2022) examined the impact of multimedia input on vocabulary learning in Chinese-speaking university students. Four input conditions were assessed: definition + word information + video, definition + word information + audio, definition + word information, and definition-only. Results showed that multimedia input significant effect vocabulary learning in Chinese-speaking university students, particularly in the definition + word information + video condition. Combining video clips with written descriptions and background information was found to be more successful in learning new vocabulary than audio recordings alone. Interview data revealed positive attitudes towards the definition + word information + video mode, with a higher percentage enjoying vocabulary learning practice due to deeper understanding and retention of vocabulary knowledge. Katemba’s (2022) found that multimedia learning significantly impacts vocabulary growth in Grade VII EFL students in Indonesia. Ninety-three participants were divided into three groups: educational videos, online games, and traditional methods. It was found that the use of educational online games resulted in higher achievement than the educational videos and conventional teaching. These findings imply that vocabulary growth is significantly impacted by multimedia learning. Further study by He (2021) investigated the impact of multimedia in primary English classes in China, focusing on its potential to help students retain interest in learning English. The results indicated that multimedia tends to maintain students’ interests, increase vocabulary acquisition, facilitates reading ability of students, and improve students’ listening skills. Multimedia is considered to be good to be implemented for English learning. Therefore, schools or educational institutions are expected to provide teachers with opportunities of training with the use of multimedia. In this case, teachers are encouraged to use multimedia to enhance teaching and learning practice. A study was conducted by Marpaung and Situmeang's (2020) to compare vocabulary learning among 10th-grade senior high school students in Indonesia. Two classes were divided into two groups: one using authentic materials through multimedia, and the other using authentic materials. The instruments used in this study were the vocabulary test and questionnaire. The results showed that the students' vocabulary enhancement for both classes was increased after the treatment. This implied that the use of authentic materials through multimedia is very effective to enhance students' vocabulary knowledge.

In conclusion, studies on primary EFL classrooms showed that multimedia-based instruction improves vocabulary learning by providing animation, sound effects, and motivation. It is recommended that more teachers integrate multimedia games, online games, or teaching devices as classroom interventions to enhance vocabulary learning.

Researches in Thai EFL contexts were also corresponded with the findings of studies conducted with non-native English speaking students. For example, a study by Binmudnee et.al. (2021) examined the effectiveness of an English vocabulary application on Android operating systems with 200 primary school students in the five southern border provinces. The study also aimed to compare student achievement before and after using the application and to evaluate and follow up on its usage by stakeholders. The research instruments were an English vocabulary application, an achievement test, and an evaluation form of the stakeholders. The results showed that the application increased students' English vocabulary knowledge by 24%, and their satisfaction with the application was high at 4.51 (90.37%), indicating a "very good" level of satisfaction. In the other study, Rakangthong and Yimwilai (2020) investigated the effect of digital game resources on English as a Foreign Language (EFL) students' vocabulary knowledge. The study involved 70 students from Science-Math and Chinese-
English programs. Data were collected using the vocabulary test and questionnaire to find out the students’ satisfaction on learning vocabulary through online games. Results showed significant improvements in vocabulary knowledge, with students favoring digital game resources. The study suggested that digital game resources can be effective tools for enhancing EFL students' vocabulary skills.

In a quasi-experimental study Kongprab (2018) examined the effect of digital-game-based learning on vocabulary gain, retention, and motivation in Thai upper primary school students. The sample groups were sixty students a primary school in Phattalung province, the southern of Thailand. The experimental group received digital game-based learning, whereas the control group received non-digital game-based learning. The results showed no significant difference in vocabulary retention or motivation between the two groups. Both groups had positive perceptions of digital game-based learning, with the experimental group being more impressed with its practical application. In another study Klentien and Kammungwut (2015) examined the effect of electronic media teaching on Thai elementary and secondary students. The sample was 100 students selected from 4,000 using a random sampling method. The software program was designed to help students learned vocabulary form sentences more effectively. The findings indicated that the students increased in the number of known vocabulary, and the number of studied sentences, while the variables correlated with high proficiency score. The students were satisfied with the program in all aspects including learning activities in the lessons and website, contents, and teaching techniques respectively.

In summary, not many studies were conducted on the use of multimedia with primary-level Thai students. To help students learn more successfully, some researchers have developed their own software for English classrooms, while other studies have created new teaching methods to be used in conjunction with text-based education, school-based learning, or conventional methods. As most of elementary schools, whether in larger cities or other provinces, lack of support for technological things.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Participants and Context
This study was a quasi-experimental research with a pretest-posttest control group design. Phase 1 was teacher training aiming at training upper elementary school teachers in Online Multimedia-Based Vocabulary Instruction strategies. Phase 2 was the implementation of Online Multimedia-based Vocabulary Instruction. The population was four upper elementary school teachers and three classes of the sixth-grade students, totally 120 students in a primary school in Samutprakarn province. The participants were two groups of students, conveniently selected from three classes using the convenience sampling procedure. The participants were then randomly assigned to the experimental group and the control group; all participants signing a consent form and participating voluntarily.

Khlong Samrong Khlong Samrong School is a primary school under the Office of the Basic Education Commission (OBEC). The school also provides English courses for students from kindergarten to (grade six). Samut Prakan Province is one of the industrial plant areas and the school is located in a nearby industrial factories. Some of these students live with elderly grandparents while their parents work to earn a living; these elderly people cannot take a good care of their studies. Many students have the low proficiency in English, especially grade six students. The results of the Ordinary National Educational Test (ONET) for English were not quite satisfactory. There is an urgent need to develop their English ability to meet the requirements of the school and for their more advanced education level. Therefore,
the researchers selected to conduct the research by using multimedia-based vocabulary instruction with the sixth-grade students in an attempt to improve their English vocabulary knowledge.

Research Instruments
Teaching Materials for Multimedia-Based Vocabulary Instruction Training
The researchers constructed the teaching materials for training upper elementary English teachers to integrate multimedia tools for developing students’ English vocabulary. The training materials included four sessions: 1) the theory and principles and how to make use of using multimedia tool in teaching English vocabulary, 2) Vocabulary teaching and learning by using educational games online for primary school students, 3) Criteria for selecting games and the examples of games appropriate for elementary school students were presented with available websites of vocabulary games, and 4) the procedure for integrating online multimedia games in English classes was demonstrated, and worksheet and exercises were provided for more practice.

English Vocabulary Pretest and Posttest
English Vocabulary Test was used as a parallel test for the pretest and posttest to assess students’ English vocabulary knowledge, and it was administered to the students in both experimental and control groups before and after the implementation. Each pre-test and post-test contained totally 45 vocabulary items. The given test was aimed to determine the achievement of students’ understanding of the tested vocabulary receiving the Online Multimedia-based Vocabulary Instruction and the Traditional-based Vocabulary Instruction. The test reliability value was then computing using Cronbach alpha reliability coefficient. The test exhibited a computing revealed that, overall, the test had a high degree of reliability: Cronbach’s alpha was .83 which is suitable for administration of the sample groups.

Teachers’ Level of Satisfaction Questionnaire for Online Multimedia-based Vocabulary
The questionnaire was designed to elicit the teachers’ satisfaction towards the training for using online multimedia-based vocabulary instruction after training for four weeks. There were two parts of the questionnaire: Part 1 consisted of 12 items with a five point Likert-type scale consisting of five levels (5 = Highest, 4 = High, 3 = Moderate, 2 = Low, 1 = Lowest), according to their opinions and preferences. Part 2 were six open-ended questions.

Students’ Attitude towards Online Multimedia-based Vocabulary Instruction Questionnaire
The Students’ Questionnaire towards Online Multimedia-based Vocabulary Instruction was designed by the researchers based on the review of literature. The questionnaire was aimed to obtain what attitude the students have towards learning English vocabulary through Online Multimedia-based Vocabulary Instruction. There were two parts of the questionnaire: Part 1 consisted of 10 items of the questions asking the students to rate a five point Likert-type scale. In Part 2, there were three open-ended questions asking the students to respond to five questions.

Data Collection and Analysis
In Phase 1, first teaching plans and training materials for English vocabulary teaching through online multimedia-based vocabulary instruction were constructed by the researchers. Then, the researchers trained the upper English elementary teachers how to teach students through online multimedia-based
instruction for 4 weeks, totally 8 hours. After the training, the teachers completed the Teachers’ Satisfaction Questionnaire for Online Multimedia-based Instruction. Then a quantitative analysis of the self-ratings from the questionnaires was analyzed using descriptive statistics to determine the mean scores and standard deviations. Additionally, a qualitative analysis was conducted to triangulate the findings of the quantitative data analysis.

In Phase 2, one of the trained English teachers voluntarily taught grade sixth students to learn English vocabulary using Online Multimedia-based Instruction for 6 weeks, 12 hours in total. Before the implementation, the English vocabulary pretest was administered to both groups and the posttest was administered at the end of the experimental week, followed by the completion of the Students’ Attitude Questionnaire towards Online Multimedia-based Vocabulary Instruction. Furthermore, the experimental group’s pretest and posttest mean scores on the English Vocabulary test were compared within the group using the paired t-test. Then the posttest mean scores of the experimental and control groups were compared to test if there was a significant difference in the mean scores of the posttest using the independent t-test.

Finally, the data from the questionnaire were analyzed using the descriptive statistics, the results were interpreted using five scale values: very high (4.51-5.00), high (3.51-4.50), medium (2.51-3.50), low (1.51-2.50), and extremely low (1.00-1.50). The open-ended part of the questionnaires was analyzed descriptively and grouping regarding the theme emerged in the open-ended questions.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The Level of Satisfaction with Multimedia-based Vocabulary Instruction Training among Upper English Elementary Teachers

Table 1 The Level of Satisfaction with the Training among Upper English Elementary Teachers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statements</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>S.D.</th>
<th>Interpretation (level of teachers’ satisfaction)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Multimedia-based vocabulary learning strategy is enjoyable.</td>
<td>4.40</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Multimedia-based vocabulary learning strategy is a useful technique for developing students’ vocabulary learning.</td>
<td>4.40</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Multimedia-based vocabulary learning strategy helps students to learn and remember more vocabulary.</td>
<td>4.20</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Multimedia-based vocabulary learning strategy promotes learning environments and students are happier with learning English.</td>
<td>4.40</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Multimedia-based vocabulary learning strategy helps teachers to become more confident in developing vocabulary to students</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Multimedia-based vocabulary learning strategy promotes good relationships among students as well as between students and teachers.</td>
<td>4.60</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>Very High</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
7. Multimedia-based vocabulary learning strategy helps teachers to become interested and energetic in developing student vocabulary.  
8. After the training of multimedia-based vocabulary learning strategy, the teachers could teach better and improve their teaching strategies.  
9. After the training of Multimedia-based vocabulary learning strategies, teachers were inspired to develop their own strategies.  
10. Multimedia-based vocabulary learning strategy gives us the positive attitude towards the English language teaching especially vocabulary teaching to students.  
11. Multimedia-based vocabulary learning strategy helps to develop English language teaching of primary school teachers.  
12. Multimedia-based vocabulary learning strategy can be used to improve students ’ English vocabulary learning effectively.

<p>| | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>4.20</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>4.40</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>4.20</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>4.20</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>4.40</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Average 4.28 0.40 High

As shown in Table 1, on average the level of teachers' satisfaction with the online multimedia-based vocabulary teaching strategy training among the upper English elementary teachers was at a high level (M = 4.28, SD = 0.08). Regarding of all the questionnaire items, the level of satisfaction towards the training of online multimedia-based vocabulary instruction of the upper elementary English teachers was at the very high and high level; the mean scores ranged from 4.00 to 4.60. The highest mean score was at the very high level. This proved that the teachers can be an effective teaching technique that they can apply in their English class to help students increase their vocabulary knowledge.

The findings mentioned above were consistent with previous studies that supported the current study in a number of ways indicating that the volunteer teachers were satisfied with the researchers' training in online multimedia-based vocabulary learning. To begin with, Phase 1 was the training of vocabulary teaching strategies for upper primary school teachers. As evidenced by the findings of previous research and the literature, teaching vocabulary strategies to primary school students are dynamic and varied. Studies in literature have also shown that interactive media significantly affects students' motivation and interest in vocabulary learning (Teng, 2022, Jing, 2020, Permana, 2018, Abbas, 2012, Newby et al, 2006). Teachers are encouraged to use interactive learning resources to help students increase their range of words. The results also supported the findings of Newby et al. (2006), stating that interactive multimedia may establish a strong connection in an engaging manner between theories and real-world teaching and learning in a fun and interesting way.

According to Abbas (2012), the use of a multimedia tool under instructor management improved teacher and student communication in the classroom. In multimedia environment, students would be more independent and engage learners, so the students can effectively participate in language learning with the use of visually appealing graphics, animation, or sound effects. Additionally, the findings in the current study were supported by Abdul Rabu and Talib’s study (2017) which demonstrated that play-based learning specifically, playing games online or through digital platforms improved young learners' speak-
ing, listening, writing, and reading skills. Teng (2022) added that multiple types of input, rather than a single type, therefore promoted vocabulary learning. A useful point from the cognitive theory of multimedia learning is that the simultaneous verbal and visual information presentation can capture learners’ attention and help them construct mental images depicting connection or providing a picture (Mayer, 2001).

The findings from the qualitative part of the open-ended teachers’ questionnaire can support the quantitative data.

Overall, the teachers described that

They thought that they would apply different activities provided online such as action games, digital games, educational games, matching games word games, cartoons and storytelling by selecting the games appropriate for the level of students (grade six) and relevant to word list required in the curriculum. It is a new teaching strategy that can engage students who have low motivation and are slow learners. Moreover, the online multimedia-based vocabulary instruction was more student-centered; they performed the role of a facilitator who prepared the activities for their students.

Another response by one teacher

These online games can be used for teaching vocabulary, so the students paid more attention to the class and focused on their phone. This technique inspired students to retain more vocabulary and acquire new vocabulary, spelling, and pronunciation.”

One of the teachers wrote that

I could follow the procedures for teaching vocabulary during the training, so they believed that drills, practice, and the animation, colors, music, and sound effects in the online games or tasks could help students acquire their vocabulary learning leading to long-term learning and sustain it overtime.

One of the teachers expressed that

I learned that using this strategy is an activity-based teaching. There are various types of activities that can be applied to teaching vocabulary. Most students like to walk around, participate in class activities, and work in pairs or groups. I believed that this strategy is helpful since many online games and activities are enjoyable and students love playing when they can talk more.

However, the teachers noted some problems in their responses.

I need well-equipped classrooms with Wi-Fi, LEDs, and projectors can help the students learn more effectively. Some students do not own a smart phone with a good quality; they share with their friend. Moreover, some students cannot access to the Internet at home, so they cannot self-study as expected.

To sum up, the English teachers at the upper elementary school reported having a positive experience with the training on using Online Multimedia-based Vocabulary Instruction to help pupils improve their vocabulary knowledge. Teachers' satisfaction with the training was demonstrated by the fact that online multimedia-based vocabulary instruction is one of the most effective techniques to enhance the sixth-grade students' vocabulary learning. When vocabulary learning is integrated with play-based learning, game-based learning, digital game-based learning, and app-based learning, students can develop positive connections with learning and language acquisition. Additionally, it allows students to try new things with language in a friendly environment.
The Effectiveness of English Vocabulary Teaching Strategies through Online Multimedia-based Vocabulary Instruction

Table 2 Means and Standard Deviations on the English Vocabulary Pretest and Posttest for the Students in the Experimental and Control Groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant Groups</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>English Vocabulary Pretest</th>
<th>English Vocabulary Posttest</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Experimental Group (Multi-Media-Based Vocabulary Instruction)</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>21.21</td>
<td>31.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>10.12</td>
<td>7.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Control Group (Traditional-based Vocabulary Instruction)</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>24.37</td>
<td>28.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9.02</td>
<td>9.59</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As presented in Table 2, the overall mean scores on the English vocabulary pretest and for the experimental group (Multimedia-Based Vocabulary Instruction) and the control groups (Traditional-based Vocabulary Instruction) were 21.21 and 24.37 with the standard deviations of 10.12 and 9.02 respectively. Moreover, the overall mean scores on the English vocabulary posttest for the experimental group and the control group were 31.64 and 28.89 with the standard deviations of 7.01 and 9.59 respectively. However, during the implementation, the students in the control group were missing because of the family problem, so they did not come back to school while there were three more students in the experimental group.

Comparison between the Mean Scores on the English Vocabulary Pretest and Post-Test of the Experimental Group Learning through Online Multimedia-Based Vocabulary Instruction

Table 3 presents the comparison between the means and standard deviations on the English vocabulary test on pretest and posttest of the students in the experimental group.

Table 3 The Comparison between the Mean Scores on the English Vocabulary Pretest and Posttest of the Experimental Group Learning through Multi-media-Based Vocabulary Instruction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>the English Vocabulary Test</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Multimedia-Based Vocabulary Instruction</th>
<th>Mean Difference</th>
<th>t-test</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pretest</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>21.21</td>
<td>10.12</td>
<td>-11.12</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>.00**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posttest</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>31.64</td>
<td>7.01</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Significant at the 0.00 level (P ≤ 0.05)

As shown in Table 3, the results revealed that there was a statistically significant difference in the mean score of the English vocabulary before studying (pretest) and after studying (posttest) of the experimental group (Multimedia-based instruction) using Pair-Samples T-test at the 0.00 level (P-value ≤ 0.05). That is, the mean score of the posttest (M=31.64, SD. = 7.01) was statistically higher than that of the pretest (M= 21.11, SD. = 10.12).
The Comparison between the Mean Scores on the English Vocabulary Pretest and Post-Test of the Experimental Group Learning through Multimedia-based Vocabulary Instruction

Table 4 presents the comparison between the means and standard deviations on the English vocabulary test on pretest and posttest of the students in the control group.

Table 4 The Comparison between the Mean Scores on the English Vocabulary Pretest and Post-test of the Control Group Learning through Traditional Based Vocabulary Instruction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The English Vocabulary Test</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Control Group Traditional-Based Vocabulary Instruction</th>
<th>Mean Difference</th>
<th>t-test</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>M</td>
<td>S.D.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pretest</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>24.37</td>
<td>9.02</td>
<td>4.52</td>
<td>-3.87</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posttest</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>28.89</td>
<td>9.59</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Significant at the 0.00 level (P-value <= 0.05)

As presented in Table 4, the result of the paired t-test between the mean scores of the pretest and the posttest of the students in the control group learning English vocabulary through Traditional-Based Vocabulary Instruction revealed that it was found that the mean scores of the posttest increased by 4.52 percent, and a statistically significant difference was found at the 0.01 level (t= -3.87, p≤ 0.05).

The Comparison between the Mean Scores on the English Vocabulary Post-test of the Experimental Group and the Control Group

The researchers compared the mean scores of the English vocabulary posttest of the experimental group and control group to determine whether Multimedia-Based Vocabulary Instruction is more effective in developing the participants in the experimental group than the control group learning through Traditional-Based Vocabulary Instruction using the independent t-test. The results were illustrated in Table 5.

Table 5 The Comparison between the Mean Scores on the English Vocabulary Post-test of the Experimental Group and Control Group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group of Students</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>English Vocabulary Posttest</th>
<th>Mean Differences</th>
<th>t-test</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>M</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Experiment Group</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>31.69</td>
<td>7.12</td>
<td>2.80</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Control Group</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>28.89</td>
<td>9.59</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As shown in Table 5, test results of Independent-Samples Test of the pretest scores of students in the experimental group (Multimedia-Based Vocabulary Learning Instruction) and the control group (the Traditional-Based Vocabulary Instruction) found that the posttest scores of students in grades both groups value is equal to 0.20, which has a p-value greater than 0.05, meaning that there was no
significant difference in the average posttest scores of students in the experimental group and the control group.

In the experiment study (Phase 2), the research aimed to examine whether the Online Multimedia-based Vocabulary Instruction is effective in improving vocabulary learning of the sixth grade students in Klong Samrong School. The comparison between the mean scores on the English vocabulary posttest of the experimental group learning vocabulary through Online Multimedia-Based Vocabulary Instruction and the control group learning through Traditional-Based Vocabulary Learning showed that there was no significant difference in the average posttest scores of students in the experimental group and the control group. The reason for this might be the time for implementation only lasted for six weeks. It was enough for practice and did the class activities. Some students did not have any smart phone, or computer to practice by themselves or self-study at home. However, when looking at the statistical results from the pretest score and posttest score within the experimental group, it was revealed that there was a statistically significant difference in the mean score of the English vocabulary before studying (pretest) and after studying (posttest) of the experimental group. That is, the mean score of the posttest \( M=31.64 \) \( SD. = 7.01 \) was statistically higher than that of the pretest \( M= 21.11, SD. = 10.12 \).

When comparing the mean scores of both groups, the mean score of the experimental group was higher than that of the control group. This showed that the students in the experimental group performed better than the control group. That is, the Online Multimedia-Based Vocabulary Instruction might be more effective in developing students’ vocabulary learning than that of the Traditional-based Vocabulary Instruction.

The plausible explanations can be as in the following. First, many studies have shown that a large number of students, especially EFL learners are tired of traditional English classes, but interested in new techniques of learning. Since they are in the digital era, they have positive attitude towards computer technology used in the classroom, and such technology does have a positive impact because multimedia teaching has many advantages over other media in English teaching (Zhen, 2016). In this study, the Online Multimedia-Based Vocabulary Instruction was constructed by the researchers in order to make vocabulary learning easy and interesting for primary school students. The trained teachers agreed that this model of instruction can be applied to their classroom successfully. After the experiment, grade six students' scores on the English vocabulary test increased. This means that they enjoyed learning and remembered the new words. Primary schools students may acquire vocabulary through the well-designed educational applications (apps) and internet resources. These online resources usually incorporate interactive games, exams, and multimedia elements to keep children interested while teaching them new vocabulary (Permana, 2020).

Additionally, the results of the current study were in consistency with Utku and Dolgunsöz (2018) who investigated the effect of online games on grade five students’ vocabulary mastery. They believed that the students are digital native and familiar with online gaming. The findings revealed that students' vocabulary knowledge was greatly affected by the online gaming environment. Additionally, they discovered that students are motivated to study when learning with online games. The results of a study conducted on language learning of young learners through computer games in Turkey by Turgut and Irgin (2009) revealed that the performance of young learners involved in playing online games was better in language skills, especially vocabulary skill. Zhen (2016) supported this notion by stating that employing multimedia can motivate students to write and talk. Furthermore, Zhen proposed that using multimedia in teaching-learning process can be beneficial as follows. a) To increase the learners
motivation. b) To avoid the learners’ feeling bored. c) To make the learners easy to understand the instructional material, and d) To make the teaching learning process more systematic. He (2021) agreed and stressed that the fundamental issues include how and why multimedia may help Chinese primary school students learn English due to their perception that English classes are uninteresting. Like other EFL students in elementary schools, Thai students are losing interest in learning the language. As a result, it is crucial that English teachers in Thai classes come up with a strategy that would encourage students to continue learning the language and sustain their enthusiasm for studying the language. The results of the study by Rakangthong and Yimwilai, (2020) with the Thai EFL students in the 11th grade showed that the students' vocabulary had increased. The mean scores of the pre- and post-tests for both groups showed statistically significant changes, indicating that the digital gaming resources were successful in improving the vocabulary knowledge of EFL students. Additionally, students were at a highly positive level of attitude towards vocabulary learning through the digital game resources. Bakhsh (2016) added that games are an effective tool in teaching vocabulary when they are designed to help the students memorize and understand meaning. It was also able to boost students’ motivation and confidence in learning vocabulary. This study demonstrated that improving students' vocabulary knowledge might be achieved via the use of digital gaming materials. Digital gaming resources also simplified and improved the vocabulary-learning process.

The Students’ Attitude Towards the Online Multimedia-based Vocabulary Instruction for Improving English Vocabulary Learning: The Findings from the Quantitative Results

Table 6 Students’ Attitude in the Experimental Group towards the Online Multimedia-Based Vocabulary Instruction for Improving the English Vocabulary Learning

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statements</th>
<th>$M$</th>
<th>$SD.$</th>
<th>Interpretation Value of Students’ Attitude</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Activities for multimedia-based vocabulary instruction are entertaining and engaging.</td>
<td>4.88</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>Very High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Activities for multimedia-based vocabulary instruction to develop English vocabulary learning are diverse.</td>
<td>4.73</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>Very High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Activities for multimedia-based vocabulary instruction contain language appropriate for the student proficiency level.</td>
<td>4.55</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>Very High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Activities for multimedia-based vocabulary instruction have a clear, non-repetitive sequence of steps.</td>
<td>4.52</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>Very High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Activities for multimedia-based vocabulary training give information adapted to the requirements of the students.</td>
<td>4.48</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Activities for multimedia-based vocabulary instruction with illustrations helps students understand.</td>
<td>4.67</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>Very High</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the meaning and retain the vocabulary even more.

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7. Activities for multimedia-based vocabulary instruction using gestures help students to express themselves and challenge their ability.</td>
<td>4.58</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. You clearly understand the purpose of the multimedia-based vocabulary instruction that teachers utilize to help</td>
<td>4.55</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Activities for multimedia-based vocabulary instruction encourage you to practice pronouncing words and speaking English more.</td>
<td>4.42</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Activities for multimedia-based vocabulary instruction are appropriate for using in English language learning environments.</td>
<td>4.61</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>4.60</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As presented in Table 6, the results revealed that the average mean of all the items of the questionnaire was very high. That is, the students’ attitude towards learning vocabulary through Multimedia-based Vocabulary Instruction was very high (M=4.60, SD = 0.75). The highest level fell into Item 1 (M=4.88, SD = 0.33); the students reflected that activities through the online Multimedia-based Vocabulary Instruction are interesting and engaging. The lowest mean score fell into Item 9 (M=4.42, SD = 0.75). They realized that activities for multimedia-based vocabulary instruction encourage them to practice pronouncing words and speaking English more.

The findings showed that students had a highly positive attitude on learning vocabulary through Multimedia-based Vocabulary Instruction. The highest level was found in Item 1 (The students reflected that activities through the online Multimedia-based Vocabulary Instruction are interesting and engaging). The lowest mean score was Item 9 (They realized that activities for multimedia-based vocabulary instruction encourage them to practice pronouncing words and speaking English more) had the lowest mean score. However, they continued to have a very high attitude. In short, all of the questionnaire's items had very high average means. This demonstrated the students’ positive attitude toward learning English vocabulary through Online Multimedia-Based Vocabulary Instruction.

To support the quantitative results from the questionnaire, Table 7 presents the qualitative results from the open-ended part of the questionnaire.

### Qualitative Results from the Open-ended Questionnaire

**Table 7**  
**Students' Attitudes towards Learning by Online-Multimedia-Based Vocabulary Instruction**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Open-ended Questions</th>
<th>Students’ Opinions</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percentage (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Do you like learning English by using online multimedia-based vocabulary instruction?</td>
<td>By learning English vocabulary through Online Multimedia-Based Vocabulary Instruction, they learned new vocabulary about food and drinks and various fruits, could share ideas with friends when doing class activities like in the Mind Mapping and developed</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>33.33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
their vocabulary knowledge. They had improved their experience by learning how to ask and respond to questions regarding the price of the items.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Learning vocabulary through Online Multimedia-Based Vocabulary Instruction in a fun and interesting way, and they were able to remember the meaning of the words.</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>27.27</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Enjoying Online Multimedia-Based Vocabulary due to the fact that they could talk more while utilizing the new language they had learnt from the game practice.</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>12.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The students preferred to learn with this strategy because they could pronounce read, and write the new words (e.g. type of food, drink and fruit).</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>27.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>33</strong></td>
<td><strong>100</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. Do students benefit from learning by using Online Multimedia-Based Vocabulary Instruction to develop English vocabulary learning? Explain?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>They could ask for and provide information about themselves through speaking and writing. They cannot talk or express themselves about friends, family, themselves, or other local issues if they do not have the vocabulary. They could produce questions and responses different kinds of food and beverages.</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>18.18</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Online Multimedia-Based Vocabulary Instruction is a tool that facilitates the creation of additional phrases while speaking English and creating sentences.</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>21.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>They enjoyed the classroom environment and had the chance to paint and decorate wonderfully to express how they understood the new word.</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>21.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Many students who responded to the application said they like the slam game because it was very competitive and taught them new vocabulary, and the &quot;scrabble slam&quot; game rules is simple to follow.</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>39.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>33</strong></td>
<td><strong>100</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Open-ended Questions

3. From studying using Online Multimedia-Based Vocabulary Instruction (OMBVI) to develop English vocabulary learning what were you

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Students’ Opinions</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percentage (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The respondents were most impressed with playing online games as a group because those who are more skilled can help each other think of answers.</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>27.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using the online dictionaries was the most preferable strategy for them.</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>18.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The students preferred watching the animations, so they learned and remembered the meaning of new words and use them to write the new sentences.</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>12.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Accoring to Table 6, and Table 7, the findings of the current research were consistent with previous studies in an EFL setting. For example, Novitasari and Prijambodo (2022) investigated the students’ attitudes towards Quizlet in English vocabulary learning. The participants were students from the English vocabulary class. The Quizlet (https://quizlet.com) is an online vocabulary learning tool, Quizlet allows the students to learn vocabulary by means of flashcard sets using a variety of game-like learning tools. The results showed that students' positive attitudes towards Quizlet encouraged their learning of English vocabulary, and its features facilitated their vocabulary learning. In line with an experimental study, Sereepornpong (2021) examined the use of a smartphone application for Thai students and their attitudes and perceptions toward vocabulary learning with a smartphone application. The study involved 62 ninth-grade students from a Thai government school, divided into two groups: the experimental group, who learned vocabulary through the applications, and the control group, who used traditional-based teaching method. The results showed that the mobile application improved vocabulary acquisition and students were satisfied with the mobile application; they had high positive attitudes toward the mobile application. In the other study, Wijaya & Devianto (2019) employed the ADDIE model in making multimedia applications for basic English vocabulary learning more interesting and interactive in addition to English language learning materials for elementary school students in Indonesia. The results revealed that nearly 80% of the respondents strongly believe that multimedia apps. is able to attract students’ attention and anticipate the learning process, encourage active students to understand learning and the images and animations that are presented can increase students' enthusiasm in understanding English vocabulary at the elementary level. One of the previous studies, Klentien and Kamnawut (2015) sought to study the impact of using electronic media software program in teaching English for students in elementary and secondary schools under the Office of Basic Education Commission (OBEC) in Thailand. The findings showed that the students were greatly satisfied with the program in all aspects, ranging from learning activities in the lessons and website, contents, and teaching techniques. This proved that electronic media can also respond to student desires and increase learning satisfaction.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The researchers have made the following suggestions:
In order to successfully implement multimedia-based vocabulary learning play-based learning app-based learning, or digital game-based learning in classrooms, it is first necessary for all teachers to complete a training program, and professional development in terms of the integration of multimedia in English classes in conjunction with the use of technology tools for education and changes in students' learning habits to meet the demands of 21st-century society.
It is also crucial that the limitations of this study serve as a basis for future research in this area. This study recommends adding more students in larger schools with well-equipped technology support with varying educational levels and skills.

Moreover, there are a few more things that need to be considered for future research. The current study investigated the effect of online multimedia-based on vocabulary learning, other research studies on the effect on different English skills are required.

Additionally, the future research on multimedia should explore more about successful design concepts for producing multimedia-rich language learning resources. Studies with a longitudinal design are required to assess the long-term effects of using a variety of multimedia sources and varying student ability levels that support educational objectives in multimedia design.

Lastly, it is advised to extend the implementation to provide students additional opportunity to engage with the language and vocabulary. The data may provide different results if there is time throughout the academic year to execute a long-term traditional study followed by a second long-term session of online multimedia-based learning with new terms and the same participants.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, the study aimed to determine the effectiveness of Online Multimedia-based Vocabulary Instruction in improving vocabulary learning in primary school students. Upper English primary school teachers were trained to use online multimedia materials as a vocabulary teaching strategy. Sixth-grade students were taught English vocabulary through this method. Despite limited exposure to online multimedia resources, students successfully learned and expanded their vocabulary, indicating the technique's potential for improving vocabulary learning of primary school students. Online multimedia resources can help students acquire vocabulary in a real-world setting, inspiring them to learn English. This study uses social-constructivist theory, comprehensible input, and cognitive theory to teach vocabulary. The integration of multimedia technology is essential in 21st-century education, developing higher-order thinking processes, autonomous learning, and self-regulation. It bridges the gap between digital learning preferences and conventional language teaching techniques, promoting active and constructive learning.
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